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. . Man-sik has a heart of gold. He loves his job as a firefighter. He is a competent and considerate man, and he finds a way to
help all the people he meets. . . Man-sik loses his arm and his leg when his house is crushed by a massive tree in a landslide, and
he goes through a rough time. . . . He's a man who is struggling to overcome his injuries. . . . . Yeon-hee helps Man-sik by
buying him a prosthetic arm and leg. . . Man-sik's short-tempered boss is being transferred to Busan, but he becomes friends
with the transferred boss, and helps him get a job at a public company. . . Yeon-hee has been having a difficult time, but her
family has gotten together and decided to move to the countryside, and she finally starts to accept the change and prepare for the
move. . . . . When Man-sik asks Yeon-hee to become a full-time partner to him and her relationship begins to blossom, Yeonhee has to face up to the fact that she is indeed a woman. . . . . Incheon International Airport - Sankei News. Sankei News. . Cast
Ha Ji-won as Yeon-hee Sol Kyung-gu as Man-sik Park Yong-ha as Yeon-hee's father Yoon Kyun-sang as Chae-oh Park Tae-sun
as Jung-woo Lee Da-hae as Seo-hee Kim Jong-bin as Chief Oh Lee Eung-kyung as Sung-won Moon Sang-gyun as Yeon-hee's
brother Lee Eun-young as Yeon-hee's mother References External links Sankei News: Empress Yeon-hee (in Korean)
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